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Name:  __________________ 
PLEASE  START  BY  TYPING  YOUR  NAME  

RTOS Exam No. 4 (50pts.) 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 

not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized 

tests are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum 

credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points 

Question 1 (5pts.) 

Understanding UART device driver for FreeRTOS and BU_UART.* device driver without RTOS.  Circle all that apply. 
 

BU_UART.* case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

 

FreeRTOS case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

Question 2 (5pts.) 

Understanding FR_UART.* - UART device driver for FreeRTOS.  Circle all cases that may happen depending on the driver 

state.   
 

Reading one char from UART: 

 

 Reads from a buffer Reads from UART SFR/hardware 

 

Sending one char to UART: 

 

 Writes to a buffer Writes to UART SFR/hardware 

Question 3 (5pts.) 

Understanding FR_SERIAL.* - ASCII string/binary array read-write UART device driver add-on for FreeRTOS: 

Explain briefly the reason for using binary semaphores xSerialPutSemaphore and xSerialGetSemaphore.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4 (5pts.) 

Understanding FR_ADC.* - ADC0 device driver for FreeRTOS: 

Which interrupt or interrupts are utilized by the device driver?  Not all blanks need to be filled.   

Provide the description what triggers this(these) interrupt(s) instead of the interrupt number(s) (e.g. “Timer0 overflow”, etc.) 

 

_______________________________ _______________________________ 

 

 
_______________________________ _______________________________ 
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Question 5 (5pts.) 

Understanding FR_ADC.* - ADC0 device driver for FreeRTOS:  Does the task that calls bioADC0read(…) go 

temporarily to the blocked state or stay all the time in running/ready states?  Justify briefly your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 6-7 (10pts.) 

Please recode the provided formula into a formula that uses integer type numbers to be compiled for 8bit 

embedded system such as Silicon Labs 8051 family-based microcontroller without use of floating point arithmetic 

and minimizing the need for integer multiplication and division.  Each of the variables may hold value between 0 

and 255.  Assume that the “underlying type” is unsigned char.  Prevent potential numerical overflows.  Use the 

constant notation and/or typecasting beyond minimal C language requirements as advised by MISRA-2004-C 

rules 10.1-10.6. 

vinavgavg
3

1

3

2   

unsigned char avg, vin; 

…  

vin=getADC1(); /* ADC1 is 8-bit, returns value between 0 and 255 */ 

 

 

avg = ________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 8 (5pts.) 

Explain the MISRA-2004-C rule 9.1 in plain English.  Also, what does it mean that a rule is “required”? 

9.1 (required) – All automatic variables shall have been assigned a value before being used. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 9-10 (10pts.) 

Please complete the following program to show a possible implementation of transmission watchdog in a recent homework.  

Assume that this interrupt is triggered at 100Hz, and the watchdog should shut down after 180 second.  Do not declare 

variables to hold numbers larger than necessary.  Also, try to be as MISRA-2004-C compliant as practical. 
 

static __________ watchdog_count = __________ ; 

void keepAlive_dataReceived() { 

// is called each time transmission data is received in main program loop 

    watchdog_count = __________ ; 

} 

void interrupt_service_1khz() __interrupt XXX { 

    static unsigned short int counter = 0;      // PWM counter variable 

 

    if ( watchdog_count  ___1  __________ ) watchdog_count--;  

                                            /* 1) < <= > >= == != */ 

    if ( ____________________  ___1  __________ ) LED = 1; // watchdog expired 

    else                                          LED = 0; // still alive 

} 


